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Abstract: Crowd density estimation, in general, is a challenging task due to the large variation of head sizes in
the crowds. Existing methods always use a multi-column convolutional neural network (MCNN) to adapt to this
variation, which results in an average eﬀect in areas with diﬀerent densities and brings a lot of noise to the density
map. To address this problem, we propose a new method called the segmentation-aware prior network (SAPNet),
which generates a high-quality density map without noise based on a coarse head-segmentation map. SAPNet is
composed of two networks, i.e., a foreground-segmentation convolutional neural network (FS-CNN) as the front end
and a crowd-regression convolutional neural network (CR-CNN) as the back end. With only the single dot annotation,
we generate the ground truth of segmentation masks in heads. Then, based on the ground truth, FS-CNN outputs
a coarse head-segmentation map, which helps eliminate the noise in regions without people in the density map.
By inputting the head-segmentation map generated by the front end, CR-CNN performs accurate crowd counting
estimation and generates a high-quality density map. We demonstrate SAPNet on four datasets (i.e., ShanghaiTech,
UCF-CC-50, WorldExpo’10, and UCSD), and show the state-of-the-art performances on ShanghaiTech part B and
UCF-CC-50 datasets.
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1 Introduction
A dense crowd scene is common in cities with
rapidly developing economy and growing population. Generally, there is a high risk of unexpected
accidents, such as stampede, in highly dense crowd
scenes.
Crowd analysis is crucial in crowd ﬂow control, safety management, anomaly monitoring, and
other safety services. However, crowd analysis usually faces many challenges, such as low-resolution
‡
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crowd images, severe occlusion between persons, perspective distortions, and unﬁxed camera viewpoints
(Zhan et al., 2008; Li T et al., 2015), which make
many crowd counting methods fail, like detectionbased methods (Dai et al., 2016) and regressionbased methods (Chan et al., 2008; Idrees et al.,
2013). Currently, convolutional neural network
(CNN) based methods are widely used in many ﬁelds
of computer vision, including crowd counting (Zhang
C et al., 2015; Zhang YY et al., 2016; Sam et al.,
2017). These CNN-based methods learn to map the
crowd image to its density map, i.e., crowd count
per unit area (Lempitsky and Zisserman, 2010). The
density map provides us not only the crowd counting
but also spatial information like crowd distribution.
However, it is not easy to obtain a high-quality density map due to the large variation of the head/body
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sizes (huge diversity of densities) in a dense crowd
scene. Various kinds of approaches have been proposed to enable CNN to learn features with diﬀerent
scales. For instance, the multi-column convolutional
neural network (MCNN) proposed by Zhang YY
et al. (2016) and contextual pyramid CNN (CPCNN) proposed by Sindagi and Patel (2017) adopt
multiple adaptive columns, aiming at solving the
problem of the variation of head sizes. Furthermore,
incrementally growing CNN (IG-CNN) proposed by
Sam et al. (2018) forms a regressor tree to identify
crowds with diﬀerent density levels. The advantage
of the above methods is that they can perform well
in huge diversity of densities by training the network
with corresponding density-level datasets (Liu et al.,
2018; Sam et al., 2018). They are trained to handle
diﬀerent density levels, but they predict the density level of the whole image that has a large range
of crowd density. Therefore, they always present
complementary eﬀect in predicting a density map
(Liu et al., 2018). The complementary eﬀect brings
a lot of noise to regions without person, which reduces the quality of the density map and gives unreliable crowd counting because the crowd counting is
obtained by integrating the whole density map, including the noisy parts. Moreover, a complex training procedure and a large parameter number require
more training time. Hence, an improved method is
required to generate a high-quality density map.
Lempitsky and Zisserman (2010) presented a
density-based method for counting tasks, which
shows that a two-dimensional (2D) point can be
blurred into an isotropic covariance matrix through
the Gaussian function. The Gaussian point in the
matrix indicates the percentage of a person presenting in that pixel. To give the crowd counting, the integration value of the Gaussian matrix should be equal to one, indicating that each
Gaussian point in the matrix is a small value
(1e-4 to 1e-2). However, if CNN uses the activation function ReLU (i.e., rectiﬁed linear unit), which
is a commonly used activation function, such a smallvalue density map presents a ﬁtting problem. Since
the small value (1e-4 to 1e-2) is nearly 0, it is possible to make the output of the activation function
less than 0 by backpropagation. Then, the gradient
cannot pass through the dying ReLU (Li HH et al.,
2018) in this case. Therefore, it is hard for the network to converge to the optimal result. Hence, we
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should ﬁnd a new function to generate a large-value
map like a segmentation map.
To eliminate the noise caused by the network
misdetecting the backgrounds (such as trees, buildings, and fences) as the dense crowd, a universal
method is required to generate the foreground segmentation map.
The foreground segmentation method enables
the network to focus on the crowded areas without
being aﬀected by the noisy background. It is easier to generate the density map from the crowd area
than from the whole image. However, the crowd
segmentation task usually requires more cues, such
as spatial and temporal information. Therefore, we
generate a Canny-edge map as texture information
from a raw image using a Canny-edge operator. The
Canny-edge map can reﬂect the diﬀerence between
the foreground and background. Besides, the ground
truth of the pixel-wise crowd segmentation is indispensable in the segmentation task, whereas labeling
the pixel-wise segmentation ground truth is laborintensive and takes much time. Although we do not
have a pixel-wise segmentation map, we can generate
a coarse head-segmentation map based on dot annotations of individuals. The motivation of our work is
based on the observation that when two persons are
close enough, the distance between two heads indeed
reﬂects their head sizes. So, the masks of all heads
in the segmentation map (Fig. 1) could be obtained
from the dot annotations and the estimated head
diameters.
Taking the above factors into consideration, we
use a segmentation map to eliminate the noise in the
background. Provided with only a single frame, we
use a Canny-edge map to help generate the segmentation map. Also, coarse segmentation ground truth
is generated with the cheap single dot annotations.
In summary, we address the problem of density
map in the crowd counting task with the following
contributions:
1. We design two CNN structures aiming at different targets, i.e., a foreground-segmentation network for coarsely segmenting the heads, which can effectively wipe out the misdetected noise in the background, and a crowd-regression network for diﬀerentiating head sizes and generating a high-quality
density map.
2. Two networks take the prior maps as the input, i.e., a Canny-edge map for FS-CNN and a coarse
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1
Raw images (a), location-level headsegmentation ground truth map (b), and uniformly
distributed ground truth density map (c)
In the left sides of (a)–(c), the geometry-adaptive method is
used to diﬀerentiate head sizes. In the right sides of (a)–(c),
a ﬁxed kernel is used to adapt to the average size of heads

head-segmentation map for CR-CNN, which helps
quickly recognize eﬀective features and reduce the
training complexity.
3. A novel uniform function is proposed to generate a head-segmentation map and a uniformly distributed density map with cheap single dot annotations. The ground truth of the head-segmentation
map is generated for FS-CNN, whereas the uniformly
distributed density map is used for counting regression in CR-CNN.

2 Related works
2.1 Crowd counting
In general, we divide the crowd counting algorithms into two main groups (Li T et al., 2015;
Sindagi and Patel, 2018), i.e., traditional methods
and CNN-based methods. The traditional methods
include the detection-based method and regressionbased method. The detection-based method (Dollar
et al., 2012) uses a sliding window to detect individuals based on common features such as histogram
of oriented gradient (HOG) and Haar wavelets. This
method requires the target be full-body or part-body
appearance with enough pixels (high resolution). In
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reality, however, the severe occlusion in a highly
dense crowd scene causes pedestrians in the image
to have few pixels. Since detection counting cannot
be applied in dense crowd scenarios due to the above
problem, regression-based methods (Chan and Vasconcelos, 2009; Idrees et al., 2013) were proposed.
For example, Idrees et al. (2013) built a model using
scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT), frequencydomain analysis, and Markov random ﬁeld to estimate the crowd count.
However, regression-based methods output only
the number of people but do not generate a crowddistribution map. Since the crowd-distribution map
is crucial, Lempitsky and Zisserman (2010) cast
the counting task as learning a density map, which
achieves huge improvements. It is also suitable for a
CNN-based counting method. Thus, various CNNbased approaches (Zhang YY et al., 2016; Sam et al.,
2017; Sindagi and Patel, 2017) were proposed to deal
with counting problems in the dense crowd scene.
Most of these approaches focus on the problem of
large diversity of crowd density (diﬀerent head sizes).
For example, Zhang YY et al. (2016) proposed an
MCNN model that uses ﬁlters of diﬀerent sizes in different columns to adapt to the variation of head sizes.
As the input image is sent into three columns and
the density level of the input image is unknown, Sam
et al. (2017) presented an improved MCNN called
Switching-CNN, which uses a switch classiﬁer to predict the density level of the image and deliver the image to the corresponding optimal CNN column. Sam
et al. (2018) proposed a similar idea, i.e., IG-CNN,
which builds a CNN tree. The leaf regressors in the
tree are more sensitive to the crowd of diﬀerent density levels. Although this kind of network achieves
better results, it is more complex in both the CNN
structure and training process. Moreover, it uses a
large parameter number and it is hard to be applied
to the real system. The density maps generated by
the above methods have a severe problem; i.e., there
is noise in regions without people due to the average
eﬀect. Therefore, the crowd count obtained from
such a density map is unreliable because the noise
in the background is added to the crowd count estimation. Considering all the above shortcomings, we
propose a simple and easy-to-train model, which can
output the head-segmentation map and help reduce
the noise pixels to generate a high-quality density
map.
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2.2 Crowd segmentation
Crowd segmentation, in general, is a prerequisite of many crowd analysis tasks. If the crowd segmentation map (i.e., region of interest) is supplied,
crowd analysis focuses on the crowd itself and ignores
noisy backgrounds such as tree and fence. However,
crowd segmentation is a complex and challenging
task, and needs much spatial and temporal information (Long et al., 2015; Li JJ et al., 2016). For
example, it requires successive frames of a stationary camera to provide collective motion information
(Kang and Wang, 2014). Nevertheless, more appearance cues should be provided because it suﬀers from
many stationary individuals, which could not be captured based on motion information.
Although the ground truth of pixel-wise segmentation is crucial for segmentation tasks to obtain an
accurate result, the cost of obtaining the pixel-wise
ground truth could be high. Therefore, the performance of the crowd segmentation method is restricted to the information provided and the ground
truth of pixel-wise segmentation.

3 The proposed method
3.1 Uniform function for ground truth generation
As we mentioned in Section 2, most CNN-based
methods adopt the Gaussian function to generate the
ground truth of the density map (Zhang YY et al.,
2016). However, there are many problems to be resolved in the Gaussian-distributed density map. It
is diﬃcult to ﬁt the Gaussian density map with a
numerical range between 1e-4 and 1e-2 because the
value is nearly 0. Then, the output of the convolution
layer possibly becomes smaller than 0 by backpropagation and makes a dying ReLU. In this study, we
propose a variant of the Gaussian kernel, i.e., a uniform kernel, to generate the head-segmentation map
for foreground segmentation and the uniformly distributed density map for crowd counting regression.
Two maps can be deﬁned by F (x) as follows:
F (x) =

N


δ(x − xi )Uαi ,γ (x) with αi = βei . (1)

i=0

If there is a head annotation at pixel xi , it is
described as a delta function, i.e., δ(x − xi ). The
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map is generated by convolving this function with
a uniform kernel Uαi ,γ , which has two parameters:
average value γ and mask size αi . The mask size αi
for the head-segmentation map is determined by the
1 m
geometry-adaptive method ei =
ej to adapt
m j=0
to diﬀerent head sizes, shown in the left side of Fig. 1.
β is the empirical parameter. The average value γ is
set to 1 in the head mask to generate the coarse head
segmentation (1 for head and 0 for background). In
this way, using only the cheap dot annotations, a
coarse head-segmentation map is generated as the
ground truth of the foreground segmentation task.
For uniformly distributed density maps, the
method of determining the mask size αi is the same
as the method mentioned above. The parameter γ
depends on the mask size αi to normalize the distribution to 1. Since the uniformly distributed density is used for crowd regression, we call it a crowdregression density map. The head-segmentation map
is similar to the crowd-regression density map apart
from the numerical diﬀerence. Therefore, if the network converges from the segmentation map to the
uniformly distributed density map, it needs only to
adjust the 1 value to a smaller value in each mask
according to the head sizes. It is easier to regress the
crowd density map from the head-segmentation map
than from the raw features.
Therefore, a novel uniform function is proposed
to generate two maps, i.e., the head-segmentation
map and crowd-regression density map. Two structures, i.e., the foreground-segmentation network
and crowd-regression network, are designed to deal
with the segmentation task and regression task,
respectively.
3.2 Foreground-segmentation CNN
CNN-based methods have achieved great success in foreground segmentation tasks (Long et al.,
2015). Although foreground segmentation is an effective way for crowd density estimation, it is a challenging task that needs more cues (Kang and Wang,
2014) such as motion and appearance.
Since our work is provided with a single frame
(i.e., appearance cues only), we combine more information to obtain a better segmentation result.
Following the ideas of Kang and Wang (2014) and
Li JJ et al. (2016), we use a Canny-edge detector to
process the crowd images (Fig. 2). We ﬁnd that in
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a dense crowd scene, the Canny-edge map can provide information about what kind of structures are
crowd-like and background-like.
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Table 1 Structure of SAPNet: FS-CNN and CR-CNN
Structure

VGG-bone

(conv3-64)*2+max-pooling
(conv3-128)*2+max-pooling
(conv3-256)*3+max-pooling
(conv3-512)*3

Prior-bone

Conv3-64+max-pooling
Conv3-128+max-pooling
Conv3-256+max-pooling

First part∗

(a)

FS-CNN

(dilate-conv3-64)*2
Dilate-conv1-1

CR-CNN

(dilate-conv3-64)*4
Dilate-conv1-1

Second part
滚滚长江东逝水

∗

(b)
Fig. 2 Original images (a) and the edge prior maps
processed by the Canny-edge detector (b)

The Canny-edge map adds prior information
about the diﬀerence between the foreground and
background into the network.
Furthermore, foreground segmentation always
requires a pixel- or region-level ground truth,
whereas we have only the coarse head-segmentation
map (head masks) shown in Fig. 1. We name the
head-segmentation map the location-level ground
truth since it provides only the coarse location and
does not cover the whole region of people with
polygons (Kang and Wang, 2014).
FS-CNN has two types of inputs, i.e., a Cannyedge map and a raw image. The Canny-edge map
provides global information about the diﬀerence between the foreground and background, whereas the
raw image feeds more low-level features to CNN.
Moreover, compared with a raw image, a Cannyedge map is an edge feature, so it cannot be sent to
the convolution layers with the same number. Thus,
the whole network of FS-CNN carves the ﬁrst 13
layers from VGG-16 as a feature extractor for processing raw images because of the strong transfer
learning ability and ﬂexible architecture of VGG-16.
The Canny-edge map is sent to the prior-bone, which
has three convolution layers and three max-pooling
layers. The outputs of VGG-bone and prior-bone
(Table 1) are concatenated. Then, we add four dilated convolution layers with a large receptive ﬁeld as
the encoder network, because the dilated convolution
layer signiﬁcantly improves the accuracy of semantic

The ﬁrst part is the same for FS-CNN and CR-CNN

segmentation. Finally, we add a sigmoid activation
function, which predicts the probability of persons,
as the output.
Taking the ith raw crowd image Ii and
the Canny-edge prior map Ci as inputs, the
foreground-segmentation CNN Diseg generates the
head-segmentation map S seg with parameter Ωseg ,
expressed as
S seg (Ii |Ωseg ) = Diseg (Ωseg , Ii , Ci ).

(2)

3.3 Crowd-regression CNN
In dense crowd counting tasks, density classiﬁcation is widely used. Some methods such as CPCNN (Sindagi and Patel, 2017) and Switching-CNN
(Sam et al., 2017) can obtain the density classiﬁcation through training the network in the datasets of
diﬀerent density levels.
Compared with the prior information of crowd
density classiﬁcation, the novel prior information
that we proposed, i.e., the head-segmentation map,
is low level and more eﬀective. It can be generated
by FS-CNN and can provide CR-CNN with much
information such as coarse crowd distribution. However, if FS-CNN has poor performance and gives an
inaccurate crowd distribution map, it will have negative inﬂuence on the performance of CR-CNN. So,
it is not a good choice to merge the crowd distribution map into the ﬁnal convolution layer. Hence, we
decide to use a similar structure (i.e., the prior-bone)
as the FS-CNN to merge head-segmentation prior information into the end of the VGG-bone. The headsegmentation map from the prior-bone and the crowd
feature map from the VGG-bone are concatenated.
Table 1 shows the structure of SAPNet, which
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contains mainly two parts. The ﬁrst part includes
two parallel bones, i.e., VGG-bone and prior-bone.
Then the outputs from the VGG-bone and priorbone are concatenated. FS-CNN and CR-CNN have
the same ﬁrst part. The second part contains a
concatenate layer and several dilated convolution
layers. FS-CNN has three dilated convolution layers, while CR-CNN has ﬁve layers. Since the prior
head-segmentation map is slightly diﬀerent from the
crowd-regression density map, CR-CNN converges
quickly in the training process.
The hyper-parameters of the convolution layer
are denoted as the sizes of the convolution kernel
and several ﬁlters (e.g., conv3-64). The max-pooling
layers are conducted over a 2×2-pixel window with
stride 2, whereas the dilation rate of the dilatedconvolution layer is set as 2.
Taking the ith raw crowd image Ii and distribution of the head-segmentation map Si as inputs, the
CR-CNN Direg generates the crowd-regression density map Rreg with parameter Ωreg :
Rreg (Ii |Ωreg ) = Direg (Ωreg , Ii , Si ).

(3)
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where SiGT denotes the head-segmentation ground
truth of the ith image, Siseg the ith output segmentation map of FS-CNN with training parameter Ωseg ,
N the number of training images, and SSIM the
structural similarity index.
Then, both FS-CNN and CR-CNN networks are
trained using the Adam optimization algorithm until
they converge on the validation set.
The loss function of CR-CNN is deﬁned as
follows:
Lreg (Ωreg ) =

N
1 
2
Rreg
− RGT
i 2 .
i
2N i=1

(5)

We preform an experiment on the ShanghaiTech
(SHT) dataset and obtain two sets of parameters in
parts A and B. To improve the training eﬃciency,
parameters in the UCF-CC-50 dataset are trained
based on the parameters of part A since they are
datasets of dense scenes. Furthermore, parameters
in the UCSD and WorldExpo’10 datasets are trained
based on the parameters of part B since they are
datasets of relatively sparse scenes.

4 Training method
4.2 Ground truth generation
In this section, we describe the steps of training
our proposed SAPNet method.
4.1 Training procedure
Since the head-segmentation map of FS-CNN
is the prerequisite input of CR-CNN, the training
process is divided into two parts, i.e., FS-CNN and
CR-CNN.
As for the edge prior map in FS-CNN, we choose
a Canny-edge detector as the edge-detection operator (Canny, 1986). For the Canny-edge detector, we
set the hyper-parameter of the Gaussian ﬁlter size
as 3×3, which is small enough to detect the texture information of the dense crowd. Two empirical
thresholds 150 and 250 are used to determine the potential connection of the neighbor edges. Given an
edge prior map and a single image, we train FS-CNN
with the head-segmentation ground truth. Then, the
loss function of FS-CNN is given as follows:
N
1   seg
Lseg (Ωseg ) =
Si − SiGT 22
2N i=1

+[1 −

SSIM(Siseg

−

SiGT )]



(4)
,

The steps of generating the ground truth in this
study follow the method in Zhang YY et al. (2016).
The mask size in dense crowd scenes is determined by
the geometry-adaptive method. In relatively sparse
crowd scenes like part B, a ﬁxed kernel is used to
adapt to the average size of heads (Fig. 1). Table 2
shows the empirical parameters β and σ for diﬀerent
datasets.
Table 2 Ground truth generation methods for diﬀerent datasets
Dataset
SHT part A
UCF-CC-50
SHT part B
UCSD
WorldExpo’10

Generation method
Geometry-adaptive kernel, β = 3
Geometry-adaptive kernel, β = 3
Fixed kernel, σ = 15
Fixed kernel, σ = 3
Fixed kernel, σ = 8

To expand the training datasets, we randomly
crop eight patches with a quarter size of the original
images and divide the original images into four
patches without overlapping (Li YH et al., 2018).
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5 Experiments
We demonstrate our SAPNet method in four
diﬀerent datasets (Chan et al., 2008; Idrees et al.,
2013; Zhang C et al., 2016; Zhang YY et al., 2016).
As we mentioned earlier, an inaccurate density map
may lead to “good” crowd estimation since the crowd
count is obtained by integrating the whole density
map. Consequently, the crowd counting, in general,
is unreliable. Therefore, we focus on not only crowd
counting but also the quality of the density map (especially noise-occurrence regions).

Since the output of FS-CNN is a coarse headsegmentation map, SSIM is used as a metric to evaluate the image similarity.
For CR-CNN, we use the mean absolute error (MAE) and root mean square error (RMSE) to
evaluate the performance of our method on crowd
estimation, which are deﬁned as follows:



N
1 
RMSE = 
|Ci − CiGT |2 ,
N i=1

Table 4 also shows that without pre-training
on other datasets, only two epochs are needed
to converge to an optimal result using the headsegmentation map, whereas ﬁve epochs are required
without using the head-segmentation map, thus
proving that the head-segmentation map helps reduce the training diﬃculty. We implement all the
experiments on the ShanghaiTech part B dataset.
Table 3 Ablation study results of the Canny-edge
map on the ShanghaiTech part B dataset
Method

SSIM

VGG-bone
VGG-bone+Canny-edge map

5.1 Evaluation metric

N
1 
|Ci − CiGT |,
MAE =
N i=1

2020 21(8):1150-1160

(6)

(7)

where Ci is the integration of the density map outputted by CR-CNN and CiGT the actual number of
people in the ith crowd image.
5.2 Ablation studies
In this subsection, several ablation experiments
are conducted to demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of our
method.
We preform an ablation experiment to demonstrate the eﬀect of the Canny-edge map on the quality of the foreground segmentation map. It turns
out that the Canny-edge map does help improve the
quality of the crowd segmentation map (Table 3).
Then, we perform another ablation experiment
to conﬁrm the beneﬁts of the head-segmentation
prior map and uniform-kernel density map. Table 4 shows that both the head-segmentation prior
map and the uniform-kernel density map improve
the crowd estimation, and that the uniform-kernel
density map outperforms the Gaussian-kernel density map.

0.89
0.93

Table 4 Ablation study results of the proposed
method on the ShanghaiTech part B dataset
SAPNet with
Gaussian Head-segmentation Uniform
kernel
map
kernel

×

×

×
×



×

×


MAE

Number
of epochs

10.6
10.1
9.8
9.4

–
5
–
2

We propose a new counting evaluation metric
to prevent the noise in the sub-patch from being
added to the crowd counting on the parent-patch
(i.e., the whole image). We split the images in part
B into four patches (Fig. 3). Furthermore, we evaluate the accuracy of crowd counting in sub-patches
3 and 4 to demonstrate its capability of wiping out
the noise because there are fewer people and more
background information in these patches. We compare our method with the congested-scene recognition network (CSRNet) (Li YH et al., 2018) and
MCNN (Zhang YY et al., 2016) on the crowd counting error (Table 5).
Table 5 Comparison of the counting errors in subpatches 3 and 4
MAE

Method
Sub-patch 3
MCNN
CSRNet
SAPNet

2.02
0.87
0.60

Sub-patch 4
1.86
0.97
0.51

The average numbers of sub-patches 3 and 4 are 3.00 and
3.60, respectively
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increases of 29.7% and 64.4% on SHT parts A and
B, respectively. Compared with the inference time
of 0.0013 s of MCNN, the inference time of SAPNet
is 0.252 s, which satisﬁes the real-time requirement.
As mentioned in Section 1, an inaccurate density
map (which has noise in the regions without people)
may lead to “good” crowd estimation since the crowd
count is obtained by integrating the whole density
map.
We use SSIM to evaluate the quality of the density map and achieve a better result compared with
CSRNet and MCNN. To demonstrate the eﬃciency
of our method, we compare it with CSRNet since
they have similar network structures. Our proposed
method has a slightly larger parameter number and
higher computational complexity than CSRNet, and
achieves more accurate crowd estimation and a highquality density map (Table 7).

(c)
Table 6 Estimation errors on ShanghaiTech dataset
Fig. 3 Original image and head-segmentation map
predicted by SAPNet (a), ground truth of two methods CSRNet and SAPNet (b), and two density maps
predicted by the two methods (c)

As shown in Table 5, the counting error of our
method is lower than those of MCNN and CSRNet
in sub-patches 3 and 4. Since our CR-CNN is similar
to CSRNet (the diﬀerence is only in the prior-bone),
the noise-eliminating eﬀect of SAPNet is attributed
to the prior-bone (crowd-segmentation prior map).
Fig. 3 shows the noise-eliminating eﬀect of a common
area without people (trees in the image).
5.3 ShanghaiTech dataset
The SHT dataset consists of two parts, i.e., parts
A and B. Part A is a relatively dense crowd, containing 482 frames with an average of 501.4 persons
per frame. Part B is a sparser crowd, including 716
frames with an average of 123.6 persons per frame.
Our method obtains the state-of-the-art results
in part B and achieves a competitive performance in
part A (Table 6).
Since VGG-bone uses the ﬁrst 13 layers of the
VGG network, the parameter number of our whole
network is large and the computational complexity is high. The parameter number of SAPNet is
30.26 MB, whereas that of MCNN is 0.13 MB. However, our SAPNet signiﬁcantly outperforms MCNN
on all datasets. For example, our SAPNet gains huge

MAE

Method

Part A
MCNN
Cascaded MTL
Switching-CNN
CP-CNN
IG-CNN
ACSCP
CSRNet
SAPNet

RMSE

Part B

110.2
101.3
90.4
73.6
72.5
75.7
68.2
77.5

26.4
20.0
21.6
20.1
13.6
17.7
10.6
9.4

Part A
173.2
152.4
135.0
106.4
118.2
102.7
115.0
128.8

Part B
41.3
31.1
33.4
30.1
21.1
27.4
16.0
15.4

ACSCP: crowd counting via adversarial cross-scale
consistency pursuit (Shen et al., 2018)

Table 7 Comparison between CSRNet and SAPNet
on the ShanghaiTech part B dataset
Method

MAE

SSIM

Parameter number
(MB)

Time (s)

CSRNet
SAPNet

10.6
9.4

0.890
0.955

16.26
30.26

0.13
0.25

5.4 UCF-CC-50 dataset
The UCF-CC-50 dataset contains 50 images
with large variation of the crowd density. It is a
challenging dataset because the resolutions of images
in this dataset are low and the number of people in
these images varies greatly, ranging from 94 to 4543.
Five-fold cross validation is used because of the small
dataset (Idrees et al., 2013). We obtain a state-ofthe-art result from this challenging dataset (Table 8),
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which indicates that the segmentation map is more
eﬀective for smaller datasets.
Table 8 Estimation errors on the UCF-CC-50 dataset
Method
Zhang C et al. (2015)’s
MCNN
Switching-CNN
CP-CNN
IG-CNN
ACSCP
CSRNet
SAPNet

MAE

RMSE

467.0
377.6
318.1
295.8
291.4
291.0
266.1
255.0

498.5
509.1
439.2
320.9
349.4
404.6
397.5
327.1

5.5 UCSD dataset
The UCSD dataset contains 2000 frames taken
from a stationary camera. In contrast to the congested scenes in UCF-CC-50, the maximum number
of pedestrians in the scenario of the UCSD dataset
is only 46. Before generating a density map with a
uniform kernel, we mask both the raw images and
annotation with the corresponding region of interests (ROIs). Moreover, since the image size (238 ×
158) is too small to generate a high-quality density
map after propagating through multiple layers of
max-pooling in the network, bilinear interpolation
is used to increase the resolution of the image (952 ×
632) (Li YH et al., 2018). To evaluate the generalization capability of our proposed method, we follow
the method of partitioning the dataset in Chan et al.
(2008), which takes frames 601–1400 as the training
set and the remaining frames as the testing set.
From the experiment, we achieve a competitive
result compared with the state-of-the-art works (Table 9). Essentially, the quality of the density map
achieved using our method demonstrates a signiﬁcant improvement (Li YH et al., 2018) and proves
that our method can eﬀectively remove noise from
the background (Table 10).
5.6 WorldExpo’10 dataset
The WorldExpo’10 dataset (Zhang C et al.,
2016) has 3980 frames taken from 108 scenes with
3380 frames and 600 frames used as the training
and testing sets, respectively. The crowd scenes in
this dataset are relatively sparse, and the number of
people ranges from 1 to 220. The dataset provides
ROIs for all the scenes, so each frame and its generated density map are masked with ROI during the
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Table 9 Estimation errors on the UCSD dataset
Method
Zhang C et al. (2015)’s
Switching-CNN
CSRNet
MCNN
ACSCP
SAPNet

MAE

RMSE

1.60
1.62
1.16
1.07
1.04
1.17

3.31
2.10
1.47
1.35
1.35
1.51

Table 10 Quality of density maps generated by our
method
Dataset
ShanghaiTech part A
ShanghaiTech part B
UCF-CC-50
WorldExpo’10
UCSD

SSIM
0.480
0.955
0.390
0.840
0.950

preprocessing (Zhang C et al., 2015). This dataset
proves to be unsuitable for our method because the
raw images are of low resolution, which signiﬁcantly
aﬀects the performance of the Canny-edge detector
(i.e., the blurred appearance in a dense crowd signiﬁcantly reduces the edge information detected by
the Canny-edge detector). The network cannot generate an eﬀective segmentation map due to the poor
Canny-edge map. Therefore, a poor segmentation
map causes our method poor performance on this
dataset (Table 11).

6 Conclusions
In this study, we have proposed a novel network architecture, called SAPNet, which consists of
a foreground-segmentation CNN (FS-CNN) and a
crowd-regression CNN (CR-CNN), to achieve accurate crowd count estimation and generate a highquality density map. This study has three major
contributions. First, we proposed a novel uniform
function to generate a crowd segmentation map from
the data of dot annotation, which solves the common problem that the predicted density maps usually have a lot of noise in the background. Second,
both networks take the prior maps as the input, i.e.,
a Canny-edge prior map for FS-CNN and a coarse
head-segmentation prior map for CR-CNN, which
helps extract eﬀective features and reduce diﬃculty
of training network. Finally, we demonstrated SAPNet on four benchmarks and achieved state-of-theart performances on the ShanghaiTech part B and
UCF-CC-50 datasets.
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Table 11 Estimation errors on the WorldExpo’10 dataset
MAE

Method
Zhang C et al. (2015)’s
MCNN
Switching-CNN
CP-CNN
CSRNet
IG-CNN
ACSCP
SAPNet

Average

Scene 1

Scene 2

Scene 3

Scene 4

Scene 5

9.80
3.40
4.40
2.90
2.90
2.60
2.80
3.47

14.1
20.6
15.7
14.7
11.5
16.1
14.1
24.2

14.3
12.9
10.0
10.5
8.6
10.2
9.6
21.3

22.2
13.0
11.0
10.4
16.6
20.2
8.1
25.0

3.7
8.1
5.9
5.8
3.4
7.6
2.9
3.2

The possible future work includes employing
network compression techniques, which have been
deeply studied in recent years, to accelerate our proposed method.
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